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APPLICATION REF: 170099/DPP

SITE DESCRIPTION
The application site comprises the ground and basement floors of a 3 storey granite 
building which forms a prominent position at the junction of Mid Stocket Road, 
Rosemount Place and Beechgrove Terrace. The application site was, until April 
2016, occupied by a Bank of Scotland branch, with the upper levels of the property in 
residential use.  The site lies on the western edge of the Rosemount town centre 
(Policy NC6), as identified within the Aberdeen Local Development Plan.  The 
character of the surrounding area is largely mixed, with both residential and 
retail/commercial use to the east of the site, towards the junction with Argyll Place 
and beyond along Rosemount Place, and more of a residential focus to the west 
along Beechgrove Terrace and Mid Stocket Road. 

RELEVANT HISTORY
None

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL
Detailed planning permission is sought for a change of use from class 2 (financial, 
professional and other services) to class 3 (food and drink).  The proposal includes 
alterations to the ‘shopfront’, including the introduction of glazed panel doors, in 
bronze finished aluminium, along the length of the Beechgrove Terrace elevation; 
and the formation of a glazed vestibule entrance to the property, incorporating bi-fold 
aluminium framed, glazed panel shutters along the corner elevation which fronts the 
junction of Mid Stocket Road and Beechgrove Terrace. 

An outdoor seating area along the Beechgrove Terrace frontage was originally 
included as part of the development proposal, however this has since been removed 
from the application.   

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
All drawings and supporting documents listed below can be viewed on the Council’s 
website at https://publicaccess.aberdeencity.gov.uk/online-
applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=OKP294BZ01700.

CONSULTATIONS
Roads Development Management – No objection was raised by the Roads 
Development Management team who consider the shortfall of parking (maximum of 
10 spaces) would be suitably mitigated due to the proximity of Pay & Display 
parking; adequate public transport links within 400m of the property; and the local 
road network being protected by double yellow lines.  They also noted that similar 
businesses already operate successfully in the area with no parking provision.
Environmental Health – No objection.  The premises lie within an area with a less 
than 1% probability of indoor radon concentration above the Radon Action Level 
(200Bq/m3). However, on the basis that there is a radon control measure currently 
within the basement of the property, installed by the former occupier, a condition is 
recommended for an appropriate radon assessment to be carried out by a suitably 
competent person to establish the current radon levels and to establish any 
necessary mitigation measures.  Should mitigation measures be necessary, these 
must be in place prior to occupation of the premises. 
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The outcome of the Noise Impact & Odour Impact Assessments was considered 
acceptable.  Conditions should be applied which would ensure suitable mitigation 
measures are in place. 
ACC - Waste Strategy Team – No objection.  Confirmed that business premises 
have a legal duty of care with regards the waste they produce, and that the business 
operating from the premises would have responsibility for the appropriate 
management and disposal of their waste.
Scottish Water – No objection.
Communities, Housing and Infrastructure (Flooding) – No observations.

REPRESENTATIONS
28 letters of representation have been received (13 objecting/15 in support).  

The following concerns were raised:

1. The proposed work and use would affect upper residential units in relation to heat 
loss, fire protection and noise insulation;

2. Development work requires excavation within the basement which could impact 
on building structure and affect sewerage connection;

3. Insufficient detail has been provided on the proposed extraction mechanism;
4. The proposed Class 3 use could allow for use of the property as a pizza take-

away, fish & chip shop, pub, etc, and these would be undesirable and premature 
uses within this up-market residential area;

5. Parking issues are already an issue within the area, including parking across 
driveways and on double yellow lines, and the proposal would exacerbate these 
issues;

6. The property lies close to a busy junction, and the proposed development work 
and subsequent use would impact on the free flow of traffic and introduce road 
safety issues;

7. The proposal would affect existing residential amenity and cause anti-social 
behaviour.  Issues including increased noise, extractor vibration, fumes, cooking 
smells, alcohol consumption and smoking have been raised;

8. Concerns raised relating to the sale of alcohol from the premises/future licensing 
9. High level of elderly residents in the area who would be affected by the proposed 

use of the building;
10.External/pavement seating would be a potential hazard to older/younger 

generations; 
11.The proposal would potentially impact on existing businesses within the 

surrounding area and questions have been raised as to whether another café is 
required; 

12.Concerns regarding waste collection and storage;
13.Questions raised as to how an extraction system can be fitted without affecting 

the external appearance of the building;
14.Concerns raised regarding the appropriateness of the proposed alterations to the 

granite building;
15.The proposed toilet facilities would appear inadequate;
16.Emissions from passing traffic would affect patrons of the premises.
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The following points were made in support:

1. The proposed establishment is within walking distance from residential properties 
– therefore reduced traffic impact;

2. A city needs such establishments;
3. The proposed use would be good for the amenity of the area;
4. The proposed use would potentially create new jobs;
5. Encouraging commercial activity;
6. The proposal would breathe new life into the area and encourage commercial 

activity;
7. There have been some shop closures in the area, therefore new business is to 

be welcomed;
8. There is sufficient parking in the immediate area for the proposed use;
9. The building would benefit from the sympathetic change of use to enhance its 

design features and ensure its continued use;
10.The proposal would be good for the community.  People will keep shopping and 

eating locally;
11.There are a lack of cafes in the area;
12. It would be good to have a social meeting venue close to home.

REASON FOR REFFERAL TO COMMITTEE
The application has been referred to the Planning Development Management 
Committee because more than 6 letters of objection have been received. The 
application therefore falls outside the Council’s Scheme of Delegation.

PLANNING POLICY
Aberdeen Local Development Plan 2017
NC6: Town District Neighbourhood & Commercial Centre 
D1: Quality Placemaking by Design
T2: Managing the Transport Impact of Development

Interim Planning Advice 
 Shops and Signs
 Harmony of Uses  

EVALUATION
Sections 25 and 37(2) of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997 
require that where, in making any determination under the planning acts, regard is to 
be had to the provisions of the Development Plan and that determination shall be 
made in accordance with the plan, so far as material to the application unless 
material considerations indicate otherwise.    

Policy NC6: Town, District, Neighbourhood and Commercial Centres
The application site lies within an area zoned as Policy NC6 (Town, District 
Neighbourhoods and Commercial Centres) in the Aberdeen Local Development 
Plan, and more specifically forms part of the Rosemount town centre.  Policy NC6 
states that retail is the preferred use within these designated centres, however a mix 
of uses is desirable.  It outlines the criteria which must be met when considering 
proposals for change of use from retail to non-retail, but is silent with regards 
changes of use to non-retail premises such as this.  
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The current proposal would see the introduction of a class 3 use (food and drink) to a 
property which previously operated as a bank branch, but which has now lain vacant 
since April 2016.  It is considered that the proposed use would see the vacant 
building being brought back into use, and along with the improved visual aspect 
which a ‘live’ frontage would deliver, this would clearly contribute, quite considerably, 
to the vitality and viability of the area.  On the basis that the proposed use would 
have no impact on retail use, such a proposal is deemed particularly appropriate for 
this location, in that it would lend support to the principal function of the town centre.  
The proposed use would not result in the clustering of class 3 uses within the 
immediate vicinity, but would complement the existing range and choice of facilities 
available.  The proposal would cater for both local residents and potentially attract 
customers to the town centre from further afield.  

The proposed change of use must take account of any conflict with existing amenity, 
both in terms of Policy NC6, but also with regards Aberdeen City Council’s Interim 
Planning Advice on Harmony of Uses, which requires consideration to be given to 
proposals which would allow for ‘living/working above or below a business’, as is the 
case in this instance.  The aforementioned Interim Planning Advice outlines that 
whilst it is reasonable to expect an adequate level of residential amenity, urban 
centres are lively and vibrant places and those living in such areas should not expect 
that the amenity would be comparable to that of a purely residential area.  In such 
areas there is a presumption in favour of proposals which bring into use and upgrade 
vacant properties.  In this instance, whilst the application site lies within the 
Rosemount town centre, there are residential properties on the upper floors of the 
property and within the surrounding area.  Whilst acknowledging that the introduction 
of a Class 3 (food and drink) use to the premises would potentially have resulted in 
some additional noise and a certain degree of inconvenience to properties in close 
proximity to the property, it is not considered that this would be of any significant 
detriment to the existing residential amenity. 

Aberdeen City Council officers representing environmental health have fully 
assessed the proposal and raised no objection, subject to certain conditions being 
applied which would ensure that noise and odour issues are suitably mitigated.  This 
would see a range of measures introduced, including installing an independent 
ceiling within the café/restaurant; installing sound reduction material inside the 
lowered ceiling; ensuring the kitchen extraction system installer takes all necessary 
measures to reduce the effects of vibration on the external building structure through 
the use of anti-vibration methods; installing acoustic absorbent ceiling tiles to reduce 
reverberant noise levels within the property;  disposing of refuse from the business to 
a designated storage area during the following hours; installation of a kitchen 
extraction system which includes a very high level of odour control consisting of two 
parts, fine filtration and carbon filtration; the food operator to ensure duct inspection 
and cleaning is carried out by an approved 3rd party; and a maintenance schedule for 
the kitchen extract system is put in place.

The Council’s Waste Strategy Service has confirmed that they have no objection to 
the proposal, and with adequate provision for the storage of waste within the internal 
layout of the building, have advised that business premises have a legal duty to 
manage and dispose of waste satisfactorily.  
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Taking all of the above into account, it is considered that the proposal would be 
suitably compliant with the requirements of Aberdeen City Council’s Interim Planning 
Advice on Harmony of Uses, and would very much fit with the requirements of Policy 
NC6 (Town, District Neighbourhoods and Commercial Centres) in the Aberdeen 
Local Development Plan.  As such, the principle of a change of use to class 3 is 
acceptable.  

Proposed Design of Development
Policy D1 of the Aberdeen Local Development Plan states that all development must 
ensure high standards of design and have a strong and distinctive sense of place 
which is a result of context appraisal, detailed planning, quality architecture, 
craftsmanship and materials.  The proposal includes alterations to the building 
frontage to allow for the proposed change of use, comprising opening up existing 
windows along the length of the building which fronts Beechgrove Terrace and the 
corner which faces Beechgrove Terrace/Mid Stocket Road.  The proposed new 
openings along Beechgrove Terrace would incorporate French doors, with bronze 
finished aluminium frames, whilst the corner of the building would see the 
introduction of bi-fold glazed doors, again finished in bronze aluminium, which could 
open along the length of the internal vestibule area. 

The application site does not lie within the Rosemount and Westburn Conservation 
Area, but is nevertheless located in close proximity, and it is acknowledged that the 
building is of some architectural and historic merit; therefore any change to the 
building frontage should take account of this context.  It is considered that the 
introduction of a high level of glazing, and the use of quality materials in the new 
openings will ensure the delivery of a distinctive and welcoming frontage to the 
premises, and allow for a sympathetic adaptation of the building for the proposed 
use.  

Although the proposed alterations, through the introduction of French and bi-fold 
glazed doors, would result in the loss of most of the existing stallrisers along the 
Beechgrove Terrace frontage and along part of the Mid Stocket Road elevation of 
the property, the stallrisers in question are modern additions to the property, and 
from historical photographic evidence, it is apparent that the proposed alterations 
would deliver a frontage which is a closer match to that of the original building.  
Although ventilation grilles would be incorporated to a small section of the remaining   
stallrisers, this would have very limited visual impact to the overall appearance of the 
building.  Taking the above into account, it is considered that the proposed 
development has been suitably designed for the location and would deliver a positive 
experience to the streetscene, as per the requirements of Aberdeen City Council’s 
Interim Planning Advice on Shops and Signs.  It is also considered that the quality of 
design is of a suitably high standard, as required under policy D1 (Quality 
Placemaking by Design) of the Aberdeen Local Development Plan. 

Policy T2: Managing the Transport Impact of the Development 
Commensurate with the scale and anticipated impact, new developments must 
demonstrate that sufficient measures have been taken to minimise traffic generated 
and to maximise opportunities for sustainable and active travel. 
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Based on the scale of development proposed, and considering the maximum parking 
requirements as outlined in Aberdeen City Council’s interim planning advice on 
‘Transport and Accessibility’, 12 parking spaces would be expected for this proposal, 
with this being reduced to 10 spaces based on an entitlement to 2 parking permits 
for the business.  Given the context of the site, with no possibility for off-street 
parking to be delivered in this instance, the Roads Development Management team 
assessed this shortfall.  As part of their assessment they took into account that under 
maximum parking standards, there would have been a requirement of 6 parking 
spaces for the previous use of the premises as a bank, therefore the balance in the 
shortfall compared to the historic use would be 6 spaces for the current proposal.  
They also took into account that the application site lies within an area where 
controlled parking zones (CPZ) are in operation (8am - 6pm, Monday to Saturday 
along Beechgrove Terrace/Mid Stocket Road; 10am-4pm, Monday to Friday along 
Argyll Place), and that the road network surrounding the property is largely protected 
by double yellow lines.  They considered the proximity of the site for access to public 
transport, with two bus stops serving at least three services located less than 50 
metres from the property.  Finally, they took account of the residential nature of the 
surrounding area; the likelihood that many customers would visit the property on 
foot; and that similar businesses already operate successfully in the area with no car 
parking provided. 

Taking all of the above into account, the Roads Development Management team 
was satisfied that there was sufficient mitigation for the shortfall in parking at the 
property, and no objections were raised to the proposed change of use.

Matters Raised in the Letters of Representation
The above evaluation has addressed the issues raised in the letters of 
representation, with the exception of the following matters: 

1. The proposed work and use would affect upper residential units in relation to heat 
loss, fire protection and noise insulation.  The proposed work would require a 
building warrant, and any impact on the insulation and fire resistance of the 
building as a result of the development work would be addressed as part of the 
building warrant process. 

2. Development work requires excavation within the basement which could impact 
on building structure and affect sewerage connection.  As above, the building 
warrant building process would address these issues. 

3. Insufficient detail has been provided on the proposed extraction mechanism.  
Environmental Health officers have assessed the detail of the Odour Impact 
Assessment submitted in support of the application, including detail of the 
extraction system, and subject to a condition being applied to any consent 
granted, which requires appropriate application of the mitigation measures 
identified in the aforementioned assessment, they are satisfied that the proposal 
is acceptable.

4. The proposed Class 3 use could allow for use of the property as a pizza take-
away, fish & chip shop, pub, etc, and these would be undesirable and premature 
uses within this up-market residential area. Planning permission would be 
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required for the use of the property as a pub or a hot food take-away.  The area is 
not exclusively residential, as it lies within the Rosemount town centre where a 
mix of uses prevails.

5. The proposal would affect existing residential amenity and cause anti-social 
behaviour. Issues including increased noise, fumes, cooking smells, alcohol 
consumption and smoking have been raised.  The proposed use of the premises 
as a restaurant would be unlikely to cause any particular issues with regards anti-
social behaviour. The issues of noise, fumes and cooking smells have been 
addressed by Environmental Health officers in their assessment of the Noise and 
Odour Impact Assessment.   The concerns raised in relation to the potential 
impact of smoking and alcohol consumption by patrons frequenting the proposed 
premises is not a material planning consideration.

6. Concerns relating to the sale of alcohol from the premises/future licensing.  The 
sale of alcohol would be dependent on the premises being licensed, and this is 
part of a separate legislative process to that of planning. 

7. Significant number of elderly residents in the area who would be affected by the 
proposed use of the building.  The impact of the proposed development on 
residential amenity has been assessed, and this would include in relation to 
elderly residents. 

8. External/pavement seating would be a potential hazard to older/younger 
generations, and emissions from passing traffic would affect patrons of the 
premises. The original layout submitted as part of the formal application was 
amended, with the external seating removed from the proposal. 

9. The proposal would potentially impact on existing businesses within the 
surrounding area and questions have been raised as to whether another café is 
required. This is not a material planning consideration. 

10.Questions raised as to how an extraction system can be fitted without affecting 
the external appearance of the building.  The proposed extraction system would 
be installed within the basement area, with venting introduced to the stallrisers 
remaining on the Beechgrove Terrace/Mid Stocket Road elevations, resulting in 
minimal impact to the integrity of the building. 

11.The proposed toilet facilities appear inadequate.  This would be addressed as 
part of the building warrant requirements.

Aberdeen Local Development Plan 2017 – Legal Challenge
Combined Corp BVI Ltd has lodged an appeal against the adoption of the Aberdeen 
Local Development Plan 2017. The appellant seeks to quash that part of the Plan 
which incorporates the recommendations made by the Reporter in relation to Issue 
11 – Allocated Sites and General Area Strategy; Deeside and Issue 12 – Alternative 
Sites; Deeside.

The remainder of the proposals and policies in the Local Development Plan 2017 are 
not subject to legal challenge and therefore, with the exception of the sites affected 
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by Issue 11 and 12, planning applications can continue to be determined in 
accordance with the adopted Local Development Plan 2017.

RECOMMENDATION: Approve Conditionally

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION
The proposed change of use would see the sympathetic adaptation of a vacant 
building for a use which would fit particularly well within the context of the 
surrounding town centre area, and subject to appropriate conditions being applied, 
the proposed use would not adversely affect existing residential amenity within the 
surrounding area.

The proposal would comply with Aberdeen City Council’s Interim Planning Advice on 
‘Harmony of Uses’ and Shops or Signs’, and would also accord with Local 
Development Plan Policy NC6 (Town, District, Neighbourhood and Commercial 
Centres), Policy D1 (Quality Placemaking by Design) and Policy T2 (Managing the 
Transport Impact of the Development) of Aberdeen Local Development Plan (2017).

CONDITIONS

(1) That the change of use hereby permitted shall be solely for the internal space of 
the application unit and shall not cover any external space whatsoever. At no 
time shall the pavement surrounding the premises be used as an outdoor sitting 
area, without the express grant of planning permission by the Planning Authority - 
in order to ensure that the development does not result in undue loss of amenity 
for surrounding properties.

(2) That the noise mitigation measures, or at least an equivalent effect of those same 
measures, as outlined in Section 6 of the Noise and Odour Impact Assessment 
Rev 4 (dated 28.3.17) and relevant appendices including appendix C - ‘Kitchen 
Extraction System’, I – BS4142:2014 Calculation and J – Independent Ceiling, 
are implemented in full prior to operation - in order to ensure that the 
development does not result in undue loss of amenity for surrounding properties.

(3) That on any day, the bi-fold doors associated with the vestibule area, and the 
French doors on the Beechgrove Terrace elevation, do not remain open after 
22:00 Hours - in order to ensure that the development does not result in undue 
loss of amenity for surrounding properties.

(4) That the odour mitigation measures, or at least an equivalent effect of those 
same measures, as outlined in Section 6 of the Noise and Odour Impact 
Assessment Rev 4 (dated 28.3.17) and relevant appendices including appendix 
C ‘Kitchen Extraction System’ and appendix K ‘Maintenance and Servicing’, are 
implemented in full prior to operation - in order to ensure that the development 
does not result in undue loss of amenity for surrounding properties.
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ADVISORY NOTES FOR APPLICANT

(1) That service deliveries/uplifts to and from the premises be restricted to occur only 
between the hours of 07:00 to 19:00 Monday to Friday and 08:00 to 13:00 on 
Saturdays. 


